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Abstract
Objective: The aim of this study was to determine if firstyear physical exam and interview Objective Structured
Clinical Examination scores differ for medical students
entering person or technique-oriented specialties.
Methods: Objective Structured Clinical Examination
physical exam and interview scores from 2004 to 2007 for
first-year medical students (n=280) at one United States
medical school were compared using t-tests based on
specialty choice from this cohort of students.
Results: T-test results (p<0.05) showed a significant differ-

the mean physical exam (mean=93.46, sd=3.92) versus
interview (mean=91.40, sd=5.75) scores for students entering technique-oriented specialties (n=123, p<0.001). Results
indicate that physical exam scores are significantly higher
than interview scores for students regardless of whether
they enter person or technique-oriented specialties, except
for psychiatry where interview scores were significantly
higher than physical exam scores.
Conclusion: Subsequent studies are needed to better

ence in the mean physical exam (mean=92.85, sd=3.94)

understand the relationship of Objective Structured Clinical

versus interview (mean=90.77, sd=6.76) scores for students

Examination performance and specialty choice by medical

entering person-oriented specialties (n=157, p<0.001).

students.

There was also a significant difference (p<0.05) in
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Introduction
Given the shifting trend away from primary care specialty
choice in the last decade, factors that influence specialty
decisions among medical students have gained much
attention.1,2 The why and how of medical-student specialty
decision-making is a complex and multi-factorial process.
Review of the literature reveals the multitude of factors
influencing specialty choice. Previous research has explored
the impact of personality traits,3 gender, social status, and
interest in preventive care.4 Several other predictors such as:
demographics, academic performance, practice patterns,
and intellectual content have been identified.5 Faculty role
models have also been implicated in specialty choice, with
some evidence suggesting that faculty composition can
influence career decisions.6,7 Still other studies suggest
medical student’s choice of specialty is influenced by his/her
clerkship experience.8 Despite the vast research on factors
38

contributing to specialty decisions, the relationship of the
Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) performance and specialty decision has yet to be elucidated.
Relating OSCE performance to specialty choice is important
as it allows us to better understand factors that may be
associated with specialty decision making.
The OSCE has shown to be a valid and reliable method
for testing clinical skills among medical students.9,10 First
described by Harden and colleagues in 1975,11 the instrument provides a low-risk setting for students to practice
history taking and examination techniques. According to a
2003 Liaison Committee for Medical Education survey, 97
of 126 accredited US medical schools utilize the OSCE in
some way.12 As the OSCE continues to gain credence among
the medical community, it is important to continue to
assess its impact on various aspects of medical education.
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The current study sought to expand the literature by examining OSCE performance and specialty choice. Specifically,
this study examined whether first year physical exam (PE)
and interview (INT) OSCE scores differ for medical
students entering person or technique-oriented specialties.
We chose the person versus technique-oriented
classification system over the primary care versus nonprimary care approach to classifying specialties because the
former focuses on what physicians do in those specialties:
working with people versus performing procedures rather
than the type of care provided (i.e. generalist versus specialty care).13-15 This model has been used in previous studies
and its use remains warranted as a method for specialty
classification.3,16-19 We hypothesized that students entering
person-oriented specialties would have scored significantly
higher on the INT sections versus PE sections of their first
year OSCEs, whereas students entering technique-oriented
specialties would have scored significantly higher on their
PE sections versus INT sections. We chose to examine first
year students before they have the opportunity to gain
expertise in clinical specialty areas during the clerkships-which typically occur in year 3 of medical school. Clerkship
experiences are known to play a role in specialty decision
making and thus we wanted to capture students early in
their medical school education.

Method
The OSCE was administered at the end of the first year of
medical school. The interview component entails having a
student interview a standardized patient who evaluates the
student using a 17 item questionnaire. Sample questions
include “The student used an appropriate mixture of open
ended and directed questions” and “Rate the student’s use
of medical jargon or terminology”. This portion is worth
50% and the remaining 50% for post interview questions
(examples include “What is the patient’s chief complaint?”
and “What surgeries has the patient had?”). The physical
exam portion comprises 12 stations on which students are
evaluated. Standardized patients evaluate the students on
nine of the 12 stations and a proctor evaluates the student
on the remaining 3 stations. Questions, for example, may
include range of motion, upper extremity muscle strength,
anatomy identification and other items related to physical
examination. Each station is 5 minutes in length.
With approval from the Wright State University Institutional Review Board, OSCE PE and INT scores from 2004 to
2007 for first-year medical students (n=280) at one United
States medical school were compared using t-tests based on
National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) specialty
choice results for this cohort of students. Only those students that participated in the first year PE and INT OSCE
and graduated with their matriculating class were included.
Medical students that did not match into a residency
program, matched into a program that could not be defined
Int J Med Educ. 2013;4:38-40

as a person or technique-oriented field (i.e. transition year),
or that matched into a combined specialty program were
excluded. For purposes of data analysis, students were
classified into person-oriented (n=157) or techniqueoriented (n=123) specialties based on NRMP specialty
choice results.

Results
T-tests were used to determine if there was a significant
difference in OSCE scores (PE and INT) for specialties
categorized as technique-oriented specialties. Similar
analysis were conducted to determine if a significant
difference existed in OSCE scores (PE and INT) for specialties classified as person-oriented. T-test results (p<0.05)
showed a significant difference in the mean PE (mean=
92.85, sd=3.94) versus INT (mean=90.77, sd=6.76) scores
for students entering person-oriented specialties (n=157, p
<0.001). There was also a significant difference (p<0.05) in
the mean PE (mean=93.46, sd=3.92) versus INT (mean=
91.40, sd=5.75) scores for students entering techniqueoriented specialties (n=123, p<0.001). Additionally, with
outliers removed (N=260), significant differences (p<0.05;
Boneferroni correction for multiple comparisons p<0.01)
existed between the mean PE versus INT scores for
specialties classified as person-oriented (family medicine,
internal medicine, psychiatry, pediatrics and obstetricsgynecology; n=146): PE scores being significantly higher
than INT for these specialties, except psychiatry where INT
scores were significantly higher. For technique-oriented
specialties (anesthesiology, emergency medicine, radiology,
surgery; n=114), PE scores were significantly higher than
INT scores. See Table 1.

Conclusions
This study examined whether first year PE and INT OSCE
scores differ for medical students entering person or technique-oriented specialties. We hypothesized that students
entering person-oriented specialties would have scored
significantly higher on the INT sections versus PE sections
of their first year OSCEs, whereas students entering
technique-oriented specialties would have scored
significantly higher on their PE sections versus INT
sections. Results of this study suggest that PE scores are
significantly higher than INT scores for students regardless
of whether they enter person or technique-oriented
specialties, except for psychiatry where INT scores were
significantly higher than PE.
Regarding why medical students entering psychiatry,
score higher on interviewing skills, perhaps this specialty
attracts students whose skills are already higher in those
areas versus PE skills. Students entering psychiatry may do
better on the interview sections of the OSCE because of a
certain inherent skill set or because they are interested in
the field of psychiatry and focus more of their attention on
39
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Table 1. Mean, standard deviations, t-test, and p values for specialties by objective structured clinical exam physical exam and interview
scores from 2004 to 2007 for first-year medical students at Wright State University (N = 260)
Technique-oriented
PE

Surgery
Emergency Medicine
Anesthesiology
Radiology

Person-oriented

PE

Internal Medicine
Pediatrics
Family Medicine
Obstetrics/Gynecology
Psychiatry

n

mean

sd

mean

sd

t(df)

p

55
31
15
13

93.82
93.03
92.52
94.77

3.87
3.96
3.61
3.92

91.41
90.46
90.50
92.71

5.19
6.45
4.75
5.95

3.24(54)
3.00(30)
3.61(14)
3.09(12)

< 0.001**
< 0.001**
< 0.001**
< 0.001**

n

mean

sd

mean

sd

t(df)

p

41
39
31
20
15

93.22
93.41
92.51
92.77
91.06

3.52
4.04
5.26
2.82
3.22

89.96
90.93
91.46
91.21
92.30

7.26
6.06
7.20
4.97
6.62

2.56(40)
2.95(38)
3.74(30)
3.15(19)
-3.26(14)

< 0.001**
< 0.001**
< 0.001**
< 0.001**
< 0.001**

INT

INT

**

Significant at p<0.01 (Boneferroni correction)

developing their interview skills. Given the patient/
physician relationship involved in the specialty of psychiatry and that it provides less PE interaction compared to
INT, psychiatry more than any other specialty requires
excellent interviewing skills.
These results are limited by the fact that OSCE stations
and simulated patients differed slightly from year to year.
However, there is no reason to believe minor changes in
OSCE testing would differentially affect overall findings. It
is also possible that differences in scoring rubrics for the PE
and INT component of the OSCE resulted in students in
general performing better on the PE component of the
OSCE versus the INT component.
Results of the current study shed light on OSCE performance related to specialty choice. This information can be
helpful to advisors and faculty working with students on
career and specialty decision making. Along with personality, values, interests and other factors shown in the literature
to influence specialty choice, a student’s strengths or
weakness in PE vs. INT components of their skill set may be
helpful information for them to consider when deciding on
a specialty or choosing between particular specialties. The
literature supports that several factors play a role in
specialty decision making; findings of the current study
suggest another variable to add to the mix. Whereas this
study intended to aid medical educators in their
understanding of the association between OSCE scores of
first-year medical students and their subsequent specialty
choice, additional studies could follow the progression of
OSCE scores throughout each year of medical school.
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